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EUROPEA.RED is the Marketplace
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EUROPEAN FUNDING
There are 95 billion € budget for the current EU and specific
programs for Startups. You can check some of the
opportunities here . Yep! Hundreds of opportunities at any
given time... with a lot off "blah blah" and many programs for
Startups are subprograms which have their own website....

At any given time there are hundreds of public funding calls being
opened and closed. If you don't have time or budget NOW, with
EUROPEA.RED,  you have the chance to be warned about those
opportunities that apply to YOU. Big companies hire people just to
do that but we know that's not your case (yet).

rocket

take off with us
at 49,95€ 25€/mo

STARTUP

trully innovative

and that it will generate economic impact

and reviewers of the Europian Commission

You have a project

You can show its potential

You can convince experts

EUROPEA.RED's 

The offer is permanent for entrepreneurs with handicap.
Conditions apply

Rocket's launch:  MAY 2022

 From Startup to Startup: we both want to improve the world and
we want to do it fast, so, here is your chance:
EUROPEA.RED's rocket is a service that allows you to get just those
grant opportunities that fit you. Moreover, with rocket you will
also be eligible for funding programs that require several partners. 

 If you have time, use it.
Can you afford to spend several hours every day to look for

funding opportunities? We can.
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This page cannot be
reached from the home-
page. It has been given

to you.
 

Beneficiaries of this
offer have been hand-

picked.
 

If you haven't been
approved yet check here

and "Contact us"
 

If you want to share this
with a friend, just

introduce us properly ;)

CLICK THE IMAGE
TO ACCESS THE

OFFER
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